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ABSTRACT
We describe a speech-based interface to an information
visualization (infoVis) system. Users ask natural-language
questions about a given data domain. Our interface then maps the
questions into infoVis operations, which result in the display of
data visualizations that address the questions. Users can interact
with these views via speech or direct manipulation. If users give
incomplete information, our interface guides them in clarifying
their questions. The intelligence behind our interface is
encapsulated in a service logic that embodies domain knowledge
about both the data being explored and the infoVis system. This
allows users to focus on answering questions, rather than on the
mechanics of accessing data and creating views.
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1. INTRODUCTION
User interaction with infoVis frameworks is typically limited to
the mouse and keyboard.
Advances in automatic speech
recognition make speech-based modes of interaction possible.
While we could build a speech interface that mimics the mouse
interface, user studies suggest that speech is not effective when
used in this way [3]. Instead, following previous research
recommendations [4], we take advantage of the inherent features
of speech to provide a dialogue interface rich with domain
knowledge.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Approach
Our approach focuses on the use of a service logic for mapping
domain-specific inquiries about data into infoVis operations.
These operations create database queries and present views for
interactively investigating a given inquiry. This provides higherlevel support for infoVis, by using domain knowledge about
specific data sets. In particular, it aids users in exploring data by
using details about the syntax and semantics of the data, as well as
knowledge about infoVis capabilities. This approach allows users
who have little knowledge of the structure of the data set and/or
infoVis tools to work with the data more easily and simply.

2.2 Design
Our architecture, shown in Figure 1, combines three powerful
components: the IBM ViaVoice speech recognition system, the
Sisl (several interfaces, single logic) architecture for creating
services with multiple user interfaces [1], and the InfoStill infoVis
framework for helping users distill information from data [2]. The
Sisl service logic uses a natural-language user interface
implemented with IBM ViaVoice and interpreted with input from
the Sisl speech grammar to send commands to InfoStill.
Commands sent to the Presentation Manager (PM) control and
select visualization views, while commands sent to the Task
Manager (TM) perform database queries and create views to
present to the user.

In this paper, we present a novel approach to adding a speech
interface to an infoVis framework to aid users in conducting data
analysis. One of our goals is to integrate multiple interaction
modes, including natural language, both to increase accessibility
and to enrich users’ experiences. To achieve this, we allow users
to easily move back and forth among various interaction modes,
according to their preference.

Figure 1. Overall System Architecture.
The intelligence behind our speech interface to InfoStill is
encapsulated in Sisl. The Sisl speech grammar is used to specify
the user utterances that are recognized by the system. The Sisl
service logic, based on reactive constraint graphs, is used to
manage a dialogue with the user to refine a vaguely worded
natural language inquiry into a well-defined database query and
then translate this query into one or more InfoStill commands.

Our system is built in Java 1.1 and uses IBM ViaVoice and its
associated Java Speech API library on a PC.

For example, if the user says:

3. EXAMPLE APPLICATION

The rightmost bar of the bar chart is selected and the other two
linked views are also updated. The user may continue to interact
with the views using voice or direct manipulation; for example,
the user may click on the mouse to hide unselected data.
Alternatively, the user may begin a new line of inquiry.

In our first application, we built a speech-based interface to
InfoStill for analyzing organizational data. Specifically, we wrote
a Sisl grammar and logic to allow our system to visualize Lucent
Technologies’ personnel database.
This database contains
information such as the department, manager, physical location,
job title, and phone number of every employee.
We interviewed organizational experts (who are not infoVis
experts) and identified threads of inquiries that we used to
demonstrate the power of domain-specific natural language
interfaces and multi-modal interaction. For example, suppose the
user poses the following question:
User: How has [department x] grown over time?
The Sisl logic recognizes that the query is only partially specified
and prompts for missing temporal information:
Service: As of when?
User: As of now.
The Sisl service then determines that the query has been
completely specified and sends appropriate TM commands to
InfoStill. Two of the generated views appear in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The left bar chart shows the total number of
people in ‘department x’ for four time periods. The right grid
chart divides ‘department x’ by groups, displaying the group
names on the x-axis and time periods on the y-axis.
The user might now be interested in seeing the actual names of
the employees and so might say:
User: Show me details for the bar chart.
An interactive values list (spreadsheet-like) view of data items is
then displayed as shown in Figure 3. The values list is linked to
the bar chart and grid chart in Figure 2 so that selections made in
one view automatically propagate to all other views.

Figure 3. Corresponding values list view.

User: Select the largest bar in the bar chart.

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Adding speech-based interfaces to InfoStill has several benefits.
First, the Sisl architecture provides contextual dialog that is
capable of handling both partial and multiple commands. This
allows users to give a series of questions or commands, without
having to wait for each to be processed. Moreover, users can
speak any combination of full and partial phrases while the system
maintains the context. For example, a user can say “Select bar 1,”
see the results, then say “and 4” to add bar 4 to the selection.
A second benefit of our approach is that we do not replace the
GUI with a speech interface, but rather support multi-modal
interaction where users can seamlessly move between the modes.
Finally, combining Sisl and InfoStill provides a modular and
extensible design. We can update Sisl speech phrases without
changing InfoStill, and similarly can extend InfoStill with new
commands or views without restructuring the existing Sisl
grammars and logic.
Overall, our approach empowers users to explore data in a way
that has not previously been possible, guides them in their
explorations when they need help, and allows them to choose the
most natural mode of interaction for exploring data within an
infoVis framework. We plan to apply our approach to other data
domains and conduct a user study to compare the usability and
utility of the speech-enabled version of InfoStill to the standalone
one. We also plan to compare our approach to that of “wizards”
and similar systems that assist users with complex tasks.
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